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Latest news: 

Real Life Property Millionaires Share Secrets 

Whether you pay for it, get it unsolicited from a nosy old man on the 

train, or ring up your mother for it in the dead of night, there is certainly 

no shortage of advice.

You’ll find pages and pages of it within advertisements and marketing 

material for property experts who claim their advice can lead you to 

riches in property and life.

If only advice could come with a star rating like listings in a restaurant guide, we all might have a little 

more luck at picking through the bad advice to ferret out the nuggets of good stuff out there.

So we turned to you, our readers, for your take on the best – and worst – advice you’ve ever 

received. And you gave us some whoppers. Here are some of your favourite bits of wisdom, along 

with some you wish you had left behind. 

Prue Muirhead, YIP Investor of 2009

Best advice I was given: “Keep an eye out for the ‘ripple effect’”

My father told me to look out for when one suburb has had great capital growth over a short period of 

time, yet a neighbouring suburb has not.  He explained that this could mean that the neighbouring 

suburb will show a delayed capital growth shortly thereafter. When people can no longer afford to live 

in the more expensive suburb next door, they will buy in the cheaper neighbouring suburb, which will 

increase the property values in my (once) cheaper suburb – the ‘ripple effect’ in action.  I now spend 

many hours watching the Property Price Guide in the back of the Your Investment Property 

Magazine, to help with my research on areas for potential capital growth through the ‘ripple effect’.

Worst advice I was given: “Never invest in an area that you wouldn’t live in!”

By memory, this was about 2008 and this person lived in a very expensive area which would have 

been affected by the GFC!  I guess his strategy is different to mine, as I like to purchase investment 

properties in areas where I can expect both returns and capital growth.  I buy properties that are 

neutral, or even positively geared within the first 12 months of purchase.  These areas are generally 

in the first home buyers’ market.  This person’s judgement is probably blinded by his emotional 

thoughts of where he personally would like to live, which has very little to do with investing in growth 

areas.

"Meet real-life property millionaires face to face and have your property investing questions 

answered at the YIP Property Investors Forum Melbourne in 2013. CLICK HERE for more 

information and to register."
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Top Suburbs : Reservoir , Townsville City , Coorparoo , Wyoming , Leumeah

The best comment each week wins a bottle of wine.

Be sure to enter your email address so we can contact you.

Can you afford an investment property?

Complete the form below, and let one of our experienced advisors assist you. Our advisors 
will help you work out whether you can afford an investment property, and assist you in selecting 
the best loan for your needs.
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Budget suburbs with high 
potential

Truth about Oz’s big banks

Houses selling for $1.50

Underperforming investment property

I have a work colleague who has owned a unit on 

the Gold Coast as an investment ... read more

CGT Main Residence Exemption & 6 year ru ...

I would be grateful to know how long one must 

return to one's principal place of ... read more

% of renters vs home owners

When deciding what suburb to investmet in, is it 

better to have a higher percent ... read more

BOWEN(U) QLD 48.13 %

WINSTON HILLS(U) NSW 48.07 %

TAREN POINT(H) NSW 46.90 %

BOURKE(H) NSW 46.67 %

SKENES CREEK(H) VIC 46.39 %
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